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Preamble
The importance of warehouse optimization across the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries is expected to increase in the coming years due to the region’s economic diversification initiatives and the vision to
establish global distribution hubs in the area. Warehouses have come a long way from just being a place to
store goods to playing a central role in any firm’s value chain. They have continuously evolved in the past
decade, especially with the rise of e-commerce pressuring warehouses into becoming an order fulfillment
center, executing all activities from start to end.
Ensuring warehouse optimization and efficiency has become one of the key focuses in today’s business
environment and firms need to be aware of the key challenges faced when operating a warehouse. Be it,
having inefficient space utilization or lack of inventory awareness or redundant processes, improvement
measures have to be taken to ensure smooth and proficient operations. Eight key optimization elements
have been identified for any warehouse; new or existing. The main purpose of this paper is to shed some
light on these eight elements.
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1 WAREHOUSING:
IMPORTANCE AND ROLE
With the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries focusing their efforts on diversifying their economies,
the industrial and commercial sectors are expected to go through a phase of significant expansion. Consequently, the need for warehousing will drastically increase and it will be key to ensure smooth and efficient
operations to support this forthcoming boom. On a different note, the GCC’s strategic location encourages
firms to try and establish themselves as a key global distribution hub linking the Asian, African and European markets. To do so, they will be required to develop capable warehousing and distribution centers which
will be key to supporting such strategies. For these reasons, ensuring optimum warehouse operations is
considered extremely vital.
Warehouses and their operations play a central role in a company’s value chain. Not only does it provide
an area for inbound, outbound and storage activities; it is also commonly used for value added services
which can add great competitive advantages to any firm. More recently with the advent of e-commerce
and internet shopping the warehouse of the future in the GCC has started to take shape. The traditional
warehouse is being transformed by adding a new important function called fulfillment, where all activities
are executed within the warehouse from receiving to packaging to the shipment of orders. Figure 1 below
illustrates the role of a warehouse within a manufacturing and retail firm.
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Efficient warehouse operations can benefit a company in several ways from economic to service-related
aspects. Economically, proficient operations can help reduce costs through activities such as the consolidation of items or accumulation of products, allowing the warehouse to act as a buffer, balancing both
demand and supply. On the other hand, in regards to service benefits, warehouses can act as a contingency plan ensuring customer orders are filled on time and in full, through having a safety stock plan.
This is a great means of compensating for inbound and outbound hiccups such as transportation delays
and out-of-stocks.
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Figure 1:
Illustrative example
of warehouse roles
in a manufacturing
and retail company

2 KEY CHALLENGES IN
WAREHOUSING
As warehouses represent a crucial link in the supply chain, it should support the supply chain objectives of
the organization, whether it be in flexibility, quickness or cost reduction. In order to do so, businesses must
be aware of all the challenges associated with warehousing.
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CONTINUOUS
ADAPTATION OF LAYOUT
/ OPERATIONS

INEFFICIENT
WAREHOUSE LAYOUT /
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Emerging realities such as
e-fulfillment is forcing
operational changes such as
automation or pick to light

Inefficient layouts can drastically
impact occupancy levels of
the warehouse and the overall
operations

REDUNDANT
PROCESSES
5

Having redundant processes
will increase costs and time
involved to execute warehouse
operations
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INEFFICIENT
PICKING
Optimized picking operations are necessary to ensure
improved time efficiency and
possibly lower manpower
requirements
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Figure 2:
Major challenges
faced in warehouses

UNAVAILABILITY OF
INVENTORY LOCATIONS
Lack of defined storage locations
can lead to major inefficiencies in the binning and picking
process

2

LACK OF
INVENTORY AWARENESS
/ ACCURACY
It is critical to ensure complete
visibility of inventory to avoid
facing unexpected shortages or
excess of stock
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3 OPTIMIZING WAREHOUSE
OPERATIONS: KEY ELEMENTS
To tackle these major challenges, businesses are required to look into eight different elements of warehouse operations. A key point to note here is that different elements are prioritized depending upon
whether the warehouse that is being optimized is new or existing. For instance, in the case of an existing
warehouse, adjusting its layout and operations may require heavy capital investment and should be carried
out only if considered absolutely necessary. Factors such as changes in products handled, changes in the
nature of the business (e.g. turnover) or adoption of new technologies (e.g. automation, WCS, pick to
light, voice) are some of the reasons that might dictate the need for an adjustment in layout and operations. With the rise of online shopping and e-commerce, companies are forced to rethink the mission and
purpose of the warehouse and accordingly apply changes to the layout, introduce new processes and bring
in new order fulfillment systems to help cope with the new pressure of increasing orders, increasing single
picks and same-day shipping. Today’s warehouses must have fulfillment capabilities and to do so, a mix of
processes, technology and order fulfillment abilities must be introduced to existing operations.

Figure 3:
Key elements
for warehouse
optimization
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Case Study: Introduction

In order to have a better understanding of the key elements considered
for warehouse optimization, a case study will be presented throughout
the paper to better explain the points being made.
The company considered “Company ABC” is a retailer that is planning on
developing a new warehouse to consolidate the storage activities for all
its different divisions i.e. apparel, furniture, electronics and toys.
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3.1 Warehouse layout
Having the right warehouse layout is critical for any company as it can drastically impact warehouse
operations, improving flexibility, productivity, refining inventory control, reducing shipping errors and
optimizing operational costs. When deciding on possible warehouse designs and layouts, 3 basic factors
should be considered: inventory and order profiling, material flow and space.

AIM

ELEMENTS TO BE CONSIDERED

Inventory & order profiling
Type of products, including their
handling characteristics and
dimensions
Product accessibility (inbound,
picking and outbound form e.g.
pallets, loose items…)
Expected volumes
Product turnover

Ensure handling of goods with
minimal effort

Material flow
Activities to be carried out within
the warehouse (picking, sorting,
packing, consolidation, staging
& loading…)

Space
Areas needed for storage and
stock processing

Sequence of warehouse
operations

Areas needed for associated
functions (empty pallet storage,
charging areas, offices, value
added services…)

Ensure uninterrupted flow of
materials, staff and traffic

Ratio of pallet to shelving
positions

Flow type
(U flow, Straight flow…)

Travel distances

Ensure smooth flow of operations with minimal movements
and disruptions

Ensure optimized space allocation for all warehouse functions

Figure 4:
Basic factors to
define a warehouse
layout

Case Study: Warehouse layout

With a wide variety of products, Company ABC must take note of
several aspects to define the optimal flow of products through the
warehouse from receiving to delivery and the space requirements for
each activity:
Characteristics of all their products:
• Clothes to be stored on hangers
• Shoes to be stored in individual small boxes
• Large pieces of furniture to be stored as they are
• Large electronic devices to be stored individually on pallets
• Toy boxes to be grouped and stored on pallets
• …
Additional operations involved for each product group:
• Unboxing, labelling and hanging of clothing
• Barcoding toy boxes
• Receiving of goods, segregation, packaging…
• Ticketing/labeling/kitting
• Returns handling
• …
Forecasted volumes and turnover of each product type
As a result, the warehouse space can be divided accordingly to ensure
activities are carried out in a smooth and effective manner.
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3.2 Storage and handling equipment
With the warehouse layout decided on, the next step includes the procurement of the ideal storage and
handling equipment. When deciding on a storage system, a comparative analysis needs to be carried out
for the different types of systems available on the market to be able to select the one that best meets the
company’s requirements. Key parameters compared include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Figure 5:
Different types of
warehouse storage
systems

Storage equipment density
Inventory selectivity
Type of goods stored
Unit loads (pallet, totes, bin dimensions)
Picking methods (order picking, batch picking, zone picking, wave picking or any combination)
Compatibility with different transport & material handling equipment
(Ind. trucks – forklifts, reach trucks; conveyors; cranes; AS / RS; AGV and robotics)

Pallet Racking

Very Narrow Aisle
Racking

Garments on
Hangers

Cantilever

In parallel to the selection of the storage system, the handling equipment, to be used, needs to be looked
into. Selecting the ideal equipment will ensure efficient warehouse operations such as loading and unloading, binning and internal movement of products. A benchmark for the identified equipment needs to be
carried out in order to select the optimal ones needed. Examples of the main warehouse equipment to be
considered include forklifts, reach trucks and pallet trucks.

Case Study: Storage systems & handling equipment

Considering Company ABC’s furniture stock, it was found that the best fit
solution would be to store the majority of the furniture items on a multi-tier mezzanine and the special, long and odd-shaped items on custom
pallets on a cantilever racking system due to the racks ability to adjust
the height and width limit of each storage location. For the toy boxes to
be stored, a very narrow aisle system was proposed, due to the systems
high storage capacity.
In regards to equipment, forklifts and VNA Man-Up forklift trucks were
purchased to handle furniture and toy pallets respectively.
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3.3 Storage locations and routing methods
Storage locations is key to optimize the binning and picking process in any warehouse. Depending on the
industry and product types handled, appropriate slotting strategies and storage location systems need
to be defined. There are two basic slotting strategies and storage location systems adopted today.
These are:

SLOTTING STRATEGIES

Figure 6:
Slotting strategies
and storage location systems

STORAGE LOCATION SYSTEMS

Random

Items are stored in arbitrary empty
locations or in the closest empty slot

Class based

The clustering of goods based on their order
frequency where fast moving products are
allocated to bin locations closest to the input
and output gates

Dedicated

Specified locations are pre-defined
for each item

Family grouping

The clustering of products based on their
relations between other products
and orders

On another note, the routing method is a key element that needs to be considered in any conventional
warehouse along with its storage location system. As walking and/or driving material handling equipment
in warehouses can represent over 50% of a picker’s time, the optimal routes to be followed is considered
a key factor in guaranteeing efficient and fast picking operations. Fixed routing methods are currently used
as they provide an easy-to-understand process and is consistent by nature, simplifying the picking process
overall. There are several routing methods to be adopted depending on the situation at hand. For this reason, the current warehouse state needs to be assessed in order to select the best fit model. Examples of
different routing methods are shown in Figure 7 below. A detailed mapping and analysis of the warehouse
storage layout is required to define the optimal location system and routing method to be implemented.
It is important to note, slotting the right mix of stock keeping units (SKU) along the optimum picking routes
will always be a very delicate task that requires attention to detail and should be reviewed on a regular
basis throughout a year.

S-SHAPE

MID-POINT

Start

Figure 7:
Slotting strategies
and storage location systems

LARGEST GAP

Start

Start

Aisles are completely traversed
Aisles with no items to be picked are skipped
Picker enters the aisle from one end and exits
from the other
Most-used method as it is simple to
understand and implement

Picker travels to mid-point of the aisle and
returns back
Used when most-picked items are usually
stored towards the ends of the aisles

Picker enters the aisle as far as the “largest gap”
within the aisle. Largest gap refers to:
• Distance between 2 adjacent picks
• Distance between aisle front and 1st pick
• Distance between aisle end and last pick
Used when the additional time to change
aisles and number of picks per aisle is low
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Case Study: Storage locations & routing methods

For each of Company ABC’s product groups a dedicated slotting strategy
was adopted along with a class-based storage location system. This drastically optimized the overall picking productivity. It is important to point
out to have an effective location system, it is vital to clearly define best
sellers and slow movers based on historical data and forecasts.
In regards to the routing method, the S-shape method was implemented
due to its simplicity and ease of understanding.
For this reason, the best sellers were located at the start of the S-shape
movement and slow movers at the end.

3.4 Inventory tracking & monitoring
Inventory tracking refers to the practice of controlling and monitoring the storage and
flow of stock within a warehouse. Having the right inventory management systems in
place enables maximizing productivity while ensuring cost and time savings. The initial
step to inventory management is always labelling, to ensure proper tracking of all SKU’s
throughout the facility. To better improve stock tracking, software options are available
such as barcodes and scanners, RFID systems and automatic identification systems. An
in-depth analysis of any warehouse operation is required to assess the need for the
implementation of the different types of inventory management systems.
In addition, inventory management will provide a company with essential data on the
trends and turnover of the products being sold; data which is very beneficial when
forecasting manufacturing and /or purchasing needs. This will drastically reduce holding
costs of unsold inventory. In summary, inventory management means controlling the
stock during all stages within the 4 walls of a warehouse. With the help of RF directed
cycle counts and annual physical inventory counts, companies can maintain a stock
accuracy upwards of 99%.

Case Study: Inventory tracking
Due to the size of their operation, Company ABC implemented a bar
coding system to keep track of their stock movements and provided
warehouse workers with PDA scanners to scan items being received,
picked or dispatched. The scanners were linked to their installed IT
Warehouse Management System (WMS) in real time basis to
contineously track and update their inventory.
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3.5 Internal processes
As with any other business unit within a company, it is critical that the warehouse processes are optimized to ensure efficient operations. Whether a new or existing warehouse, all processes need to be identified and mapped out to ensure smooth flow of
activities and information. To name a few, key processes that need to be considered for
any traditional warehouse include: unloading, segregation & sorting, binning, picking,
packing, preparation and loading. The steps within each process need to be clearly
mapped out, along with the tasks to be executed in each stage and the individuals
responsible.
Today, the pressure on warehouses increases with the opening of new channels and this
may require the addition of new processes to the ones mentioned. In an omni-channel
scenario, where e-commerce orders are being fulfilled from an existing warehouse,
additional processes such as special wrapping, value-added services, same-day shipping
and exact cubing may be required. This would stretch the current design and man power
beyond the normal limits.
Although warehouse processes can be seen as direct and easy to manage, issues
can arise from the ones linked with different divisions in the company such as sales,
transport or procurement. These need to be clearly defined and agreed upon from all
involved parties.

Case Study: Internal processes

To ensure smooth and efficient operations, Company ABC needed
to map out all the warehouse related processes for warehouse only
operations and others linked with the firm’s procurement and sales
team.
E.g. for the store replenishment process, the mapped process covered
all stages from sale of an item in the store to picking to delivery to the
store. This supported in identifying existing bottlenecks and defining
solutions to rectify them.
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3.6 Performance monitoring
To ensure efficient warehouse operations, constant monitoring of its performance is vital in measuring its
progress towards defined goals. In order to do so, key performance indicators (KPI) need to be set along
with target values based on local and international benchmarks carried out related to the type of industry
and operation. It is important to note that KPIs to be measured differ depending on the industry and business model (e.g. 2PL vs 3PL). Figure 8 below lists a few examples of key KPIs applicable to any warehouse.

Figure 8:
Examples of key
warehouse KPIs

Total damage cost vs total inventory value (cost)

On-time
delivery

% of on-time deliveries vs total orders

Inventory
accuracy

% of actual quantity per SKU vs recorded quantity

Order fill rate

% of complete orders filled vs total orders

Storage
utilization

% of occupied area vs total storage capacity

Order accuracy

% of error-free orders vs total orders shipped

Orders per hour

Orders picked/packed vs warehouse labor hours

Line accuracy

% of error-free lines vs total orders

Lines per hour

Lines picked/packed vs warehouse labor hours

Perfect orders

% of perfect deliveries vs total orders

Items per hour

Items picked/packed vs warehouse labor hours

Out-of-stock
items

Number of product lines on stockout as
percentage of total product line

Picking accuracy

% of accurate picks vs total picks

Rate of return

Number of units returned divided by number of
units shipped classified by cause of return

Case Study: Performance monitoring

ORDER FULFILLMENT

Damaged
inventory

OTHERS

PERFORMANCE

INVENTORY

WAREHOUSE KPI’S

To ensure continuous monitoring of the warehouse activities’ performance, the company had to ensure setting appropriate KPI’s, clearly
understand the means of measuring them and data needed to do so.
E.g. picking productivity: the company was required to measure number
items picked per picker during a certain time interval. This would allow to
calculate the average picking rate across all the entire warehouse team.
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3.7 IT solutions
With any warehouse, having the appropriate warehouse management system (WMS) is critical to ensure smooth operations. A WMS
is a software application with the primary purpose of controlling the
storage and movement of stock within a warehouse. Today, there are
many WMS systems available on the market and selecting the best
fit model requires a clear understanding of a business’ needs with
regards to the controlling of warehouse operations.
WMS systems are seen as being complex and their costs can be extremely high; therefore, installation of such systems is dictated by the
complexity and size of the operation at hand. Another key factor that
needs to be considered when selecting a WMS is its integration compatibility with the company’s Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system, customer and supplier systems and future automation systems.
This is essential to ensuring accurate data and information transfer
along the entire value chain. It is important to note that WMS systems
can either be purchased off-the-shelf or tailor-made by suppliers to
meet all client needs.
ERP-WMS vs Best of Breed (BoB)
The WMS market is shared between two groups of providers: ERPWMS providers and specialized WMS companies known as Best of
Breed (BoB). The major dilemma that most companies face is whether
to purchase the WMS module provided by their ERP vendor or to opt
for a specialized BoB WMS. There is no one answer that fits all, however a company seeking a WMS system should carry out the necessary evaluation. Selection of the ideal vendor usually comes down to
integration, functionality and cost (see Figure 9).
While BoB vendors stress the fact that their WMS systems are richer
in functionality than those of an ERP system, ERP vendors claim that
their WMS module is fully integrated with their ERP system. The reality is most mature systems use Application Program Interfaces (API) to
communicate with different external systems. As a matter of fact, ease

Figure 9:
WMS selection
criteria: ERP-WMS
vs BoB

of integration with other systems has become a major selling point
for any software solution, be it an ERP or a BoB. When considering
the cost of implementing a WMS, the key indicator is the total cost of
ownership which includes license fees, functionality gap and the cost
to customize the gap, integration costs, hardware costs, implementation charges and recurring overheads such as support, maintenance
and upgrades. One hidden cost for a WMS is costs associated with automation as its processes such as picking batches, sorting the content,
packing individual orders and loading are driven by the logic embedded in advanced WMS such as those offered by BoB vendors.
Cloud-Based vs On-Premise WMS
Another important aspect to be considered when purchasing a
WMS is the selection of a Cloud-Based vs. On-Premise system. It is
important to note that a WMS is classified as an execution system
as opposed to other IT systems and solutions focused on planning,
administrative procedures and finance. To put things into perspective,
a single purchase order (PO) on a WMS will generate a much larger
number of transactions (e.g. thousands) in comparison to one from a
financial system. These transactions will include everything from truck
unloading times to carton palletizing to quantity validation to the put
away of products on the shelves.
A key criterion to be considered when opting for a Cloud-Based or
On-Premise WMS is to evaluate the product throughput and the number of validations required to execute the entire process. Cloud-Based
systems can cause issues due to latency when complex operations are
in place. Keeping that in mind, a pallet-in pallet-out type of an operation is extremely viable for a Cloud-Based WMS whilst an On-Premise
system is ideal for a large throughput operation with moderate to
high picking requirements. This is mainly due to the fact that such an
operation will have multiple analyses and testing processes and might
be subject to future automation.

FUNCTIONALITY
Functions executed
by the system to meet
a firm’s goals &
objectives

COST
Costs associated with
implementation of
a WMS e.g. license,
integration, hardware,
maintenance…

WMS SELECTION
CRITERIA
INTEGRATION
Compatibility and
integration level of a
WMS with a firm’s
ERP systems
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Case Study: IT solutions

Prior to the consolidation of storage, Company ABC was using an outdated IT system for their warehouses executing minimal functions and
without the capability to carry out additional required activities.
With the firm having implemented a new ERP system, a new WMS had to
be sought out with the ability to be integrated with the new
ERP and execute required functions such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Record data for each SKU: dimensions, weight, storage limitations…
Record storage location data
Bar code integration
KPI calculations
…

3.8 Integration
It might be a surprise to most that integration is considered one of the key elements to optimize warehouse operations. Warehouses of today are experiencing similar trends to that of firms where different
parts of the businesses are linked to one another. This does not only refer to integrating a WMS to an ERP
system, it is more about the need to implement an integration platform or a middleware within a warehouse to optimize its daily operations.

Figure 10:
Warehouse integration requirements

CUSTOMS & FREE
ZONE AUTHORITIES

AUTOMATION

WAREHOUSE
INTEGRATION
ERP OR OTHER
LEGACY SYSTEMS

LOGISTICS SERVICE
PROVIDERS

CUSTOMERS &
SUPPLIERS
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Many IT managers are noticing the rise in integration requirements for warehouses. New integration
requests are needed for automation subsystems and integration with service providers such as freight
forwarders, trucking and courier companies or with customs and free zone authorities. Most of these
requests are initiated by a firm’s suppliers and customers who have a common interest to share and view
data and inventory levels within their warehouse. Because of all this, warehouses are pressured into hiring
resources with integration skills within their workforce. These skills can vary based on the complexity of
the operation. These workforce profiles can range from a basic level, as a trouble shooter trying to figure
why an Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) file is not getting through, to an advanced level, where a 3PL dedicates a resource to manage an integration platform or middleware to comply with daily new integration
requests. It is important to note that KPI’s and alerts are now constantly being sent from the warehouse to
various business units such as supply chain, procurement and demand planning.

Case Study: Integration

Knowing the importance of sharing information to improve its supply
chain efficiency, Company ABC decided to take advantage of their new
WMS capabilities and share some of the new collected data with all
stakeholders.
ABC decided to invest in an integration platform tool to simplify its
integration requirements and use it as a competitive advantage. A
range of integration touch points were prioritized between the ERP
and WMS (receipts, shipment orders, inventory count etc...) and then
the firm embarked on designing simple yet powerful integration touch
points to improve the overall supply chain performance. As a result,
many of ABC’s stakeholders are now updated seamlessly and data is
flowing back and forth between the various systems and the WMS.
Key accomplishments included:
• ABC’s key suppliers are now aware of the top 50 fast moving items’
stock levels and new replenishments agreements paved the way
for auto shipments to ABC.
• ABC’s retail outlets’ managers are given the heads-up via auto
email notifications for every shipment that is being picked by the
warehouse for their outlet, thus giving them the necessary time to
prepare for its display at the outlet prior to arriving.
• On-line stock levels are shared with ABC’s sales force on their tablets allowing retail outlet managers to book their stock earlier.
• Warehouse performance indicators and KPI’s such as orders picked,
order cycle time, orders shipped are now posted on a large screen
in the cafeteria and every picker is receiving, via email, a personalized KPI for the numbers of picks performed that day.
• All Advanced Shipment Notices (ASN) are now received electronically from ABC’s freight forwarder and the expected shipment
data is loaded automatically into the WMS system thus container
receiving is performed at a much higher speed.
• Outbound shipment information is transferred electronically to the
customs portal and necessary paper work is printed on site.
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4 THE FUTURE OF WAREHOUSING
Nowadays, many firms have been shifting towards automation in their warehouses to different extents,
whether semi-automated or fully automated. Automation here refers to the adoption of technology to
execute warehouse activities in order to improve overall performance. When deciding on the need for
automation, several aspects of the business need to be considered such as number of SKU’s handled, complexity of the business, future expansions, required operational flexibility and capital investment; to name
a few. As with any major investment, businesses need to assess the return on investment (ROI) before
deciding to move forward. It is important to keep in mind that in countries such as Japan or Germany, automation is considered an important or sometimes necessary investment due to limited space availability
and high labor costs in comparison to other regions.

Automation in the warehouse offers several benefits and challenges over
manual warehousing; these are:

Figure 11:
Benefits &
challenges of
warehouse
automation
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BENEFITS OF WAREHOUSE AUTOMATION

CHALLENGES OF WAREHOUSE AUTOMATION

Reduction of operational costs by eliminating costs associated with manual operations (i.e. salaries, training, HR…)

High initial investment requirements

Increased operational productivity as systems can run
continuously and at faster rates then humans

Need for changes in warehouse layouts and processes
to accommodate the new automation systems

Improved output consistency and order fulfillment
by reducing human errors

Requirement for new skills and expertise for system
implementation and maintenance

Maximize space utilization

Costly breakdowns in terms of downtime
and repair costs

Ensures safe handling of products and reduces damages

Risk of software glitches

Reduction of health and safety risks by having the
systems execute the dangerous tasks

Flexibility: difficult and costly to change racking layout,
warehouse flows, or add new value-added services

Technological advancements in warehousing have come a long way and various systems are currently available on the market to carry out different functions such as storing goods, retrieving them or even supporting pickers in carrying out their picking activities.
Introducing automation to warehouses can definitely be a challenging task. One common mistake made
by many companies, is rushing to adopt a specific automation solution from a vendor without performing
a holistic review of the requirements and associated automation solutions that address issues within the
warehouse. There are many automation types and equally as much complex solutions for each type. For
example, a solution that addresses high throughput operations such as automated storage and retrieval systems (AS/RS) have certain models utilized specifically for the handling of pallets while others for
bins (better known as a mini-load AS/RS). Goods-to-Person automation solutions have advanced beyond
the AS/RS concept and today we are seeing solutions that employ guided vehicles and robots that bring
stocked shelves to pick stations to perform picking tasks. Other types of automation are manifested in a
more complex arrangement of conveyors and sortation systems.

Automated storage and
retrieval systems (AS/RS)

Sorting Systems

Shuttle Systems

Figure 12:
Examples of warehouse automation
systems

Deciding on the right mix of automation, based on current and future needs, is considered both a science
and an art. Implementing the most suitable automation systems within a warehouse is key, as changes
and adjustments are often very costly. For this reason, it is always recommended to seek guidance from a
knowledgeable consultant or systems integrator to provide the best solution and optimal system mix for
the type of operation under focus.
Semi Automation on the other hand can play an important role when a fully automated system is not
applicable. As an example, semi-automation would be a solution for a distributor with an acceptable pallet
storage capacity and throughput and a recent increase in number of small orders resulting from the new
e-commerce channel.
Companies should place the optimization of warehouse operations at their highest priorities due to their
vital role in any supply chain representing much more than just an area to store goods. With the expected
increase in warehousing needs in the region in the coming years due to economic diversification initiatives
and the vision to establish global distribution hubs in the area, the need for their optimization is expected
to surge.
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CAMELOT Management Consultants
CAMELOT Management Consultants is the globally leading consulting specialist for value chain management. The company is part of the CAMELOT Group with 1,600 employees worldwide and headquarters in
Mannheim, Germany. The integrated consulting approach and the close collaboration with leading universities and renowned specialists, guarantees project success along all consulting phases: from decision-making to the organizational and technical implementation.
CAMELOT in the Middle East
As innovation leaders for supply chain management and logistics, we continuously focus on the analysis of
industry trends and the development of state-of-the-art methodologies to provide pragmatic approaches
and competitive strategies to successfully deal with the current and future challenges. CAMELOT supports
you in creating transparency along the entire supply chain as well as in designing and developing intelligent supply chain solutions – based on our proven result-driven approach. Our logistics experts guarantee
efficient and robust solutions and will support you with design and implementation.
Over the years, CAMELOT has established itself as a key player in the Middle East region in many fields
including warehousing and distribution, having executed multiple projects which covered the assessment
of warehouse operations, inventory & material flow management, process cost optimization and definition
of well-structured KPI performance measurement systems.

SPAN GROUP
SPAN is a leading consultant and solution provider of systems and equipment for your distribution center,
supply chain, and workplace requirements. Since 1989, we have implemented innovative solutions to a
wide spectrum of end users in the region, including but not limited to 3PL, FMCG, military & government,
retail, healthcare, manufacturing, automotive and hospitality. SPAN has a multilingual team of over 300
members, a regional market presence – including the UAE, Lebanon, KSA and Qatar – and projects executed in over 20 countries around the world.
Our global experience combined with our regional knowledge has ensured our professional development
over the years. By maintaining expertise in supply chain trends, we continuously aim to introduce innovative solutions that not only streamline operations, but also bring real benefits to our customers’ bottom
line. SPAN strives to build long term relationships by providing our customers with continuous and reactive
support, not only through the life of the project, but post implementation as well.
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“Warehouses in the GCC region are affected by a wave of new challenges brought in by e-commerce and
fundamental changes in consumer buying habits, forcing warehouses to adapt or drop out.”
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